This work proposes a novel method to find the phase error and oscillation amplitude in multiphase LC oscillators. A mathematical approach is used to find the relationship between every stage's output phase and its coupling factor. To much more general analysis, every stage assumed to have a different coupling factor. The mismatches in LC tanks are considered as the main source of phase errors and accordingly the phase deviation of each stage is calculated in a distinct equation. Then, the amplitude of oscillation for each stage is individually derived using phase error results. Not only considering different coupling factors increases the generality of this work but also the results are in better conformance with simulations compared to previous works. The theoretical results are evaluated and confirmed through extensive simulations using ADS software.
INTRODUCTION 1
Oscillators play an important role in wireless communications nowadays [1] . For example, modern wireless transceivers are composed of low noise amplifiers (LNA), frequency synthesizers (FS) and filters. Frequency synthesizers use local oscillators for downconverting RF signals to base band [2, 3] . This conversion is often implemented by zero IF or direct conversion receivers [4, 5] . Also, downconversion of received signals using signals at much lower frequency than them is possible using multiphase oscillators [6, 7] which results in avoiding difficulties of high frequency signal production. Moreover, the important role of multiphase oscillators in clock and data recovery circuits is undeniable [8] . Several methods have been proposed for multiphase oscillator design. One way to achieve multiphase outputs is to use a divide by N circuit [9, 10] , however using this method requires an input signal that is at least N times the frequency of the desired output. Ring oscillators can make multiphase outputs but they suffer from poor phase noise/power tradeoff [11, 12] . Another way to achieve multiphase signals is to use LC oscillators in the same structure proposed in [13] . Because of LC tanks that work as a bandpass filter the phase noise in this structure is *Corresponding Author Email: h_miare@nit.ac.ir (H. Miar-Naimi) improved [14] . Using this structure, Geng and Dai [15] implemented a varactorless quadrature LC VCO which uses transformer coupled oscillators. By controlling the current passing through the coupled inductors, the tank inductance can widely change providing a high frequency, wide tuning range VCO. Cho et al. [16] also proposed an eight phase LC VCO at 37-38.5 GHZ. Unlike the LC oscillator [8] which forms a loop of inductors with equivalent grounded capacitors at each node, they formed a loop of capacitors with equivalent grounded inductors at each node which was analogous to a high-pass filter configuration and could sustain high frequency signals.
All the mentioned applications for multiphase oscillators are achievable only for precise output phase differences but mismatches like deviations from the desired values for capacitors and inductors in the LC tank, parasitic effects and in general, fabrication mismatches can affect the amplitude and phase of the output signals. In the work carried out by Romanò et al. [13] phase error was first calculated considering the mismatch of a single (but generic) LC tank and then the statistical properties of the phase error were linked to the general case of random mismatches distributed among all the LC-tanks. Mazzanti et al. [17] studied the effect of mismatches on the output signals of two different kinds of quadrature oscillator using an analytical approach. Mirzaei et al. [18] discussed and illustrated the quadrature oscillator's phase accuracy describing the generalized Adler's equation. In the work of Ghonoodi and Miar Naimi [19] a new approach was used to find the amplitude and phase error of a quadrature oscillator using different coupling factors. As it can be seen the mentioned works mostly focused on the quadrature phase accuracy except for [13] which considered the same coupling factors for all stages. So, in this work we derive closed form equations for phase error and output amplitude of an oscillator with arbitrary stage numbers considering different coupling factors for each stage while trying to improve the achieved results reported elsewhere [13] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, first a brief description of the multiphase LC oscillator is provided then its phase errors are calculated and shown in a closed form equation considering arbitrary stage numbers and coupling factors. Then, effective parameters on the phase errors are discussed considering the extracted equations. In section 3, the amplitude of oscillation for each stage is calculated distinctively. The theoretical results are evaluated and verified versus simulations in ADS software in section 4. Finally, in section 5 the results and conclusions of this work are presented. network and the LC tank alone can oscillate. Because of the differential structure, the two output signals are 180° out of phase. Adding 1 Gmc network provides a path for signal to go through other stages (the above considerations are true for other stages as well). When there are no mismatches, choosing equal coupling factors results in the circuit symmetry and therefore no phase and amplitude deviations is imposed to the outputs.
MULTIPHASE OSCILLATORS
The simplified block diagram of the multiphase oscillator is shown in Figure1 (b). Fulfilling the Barkhausen criteria [20] for oscillation imposes the phase shift of 360° to the loop. Because of the last stage peculiar connection, when coupling factors are equal and no mismatches are imposed to the circuit, phase difference between two successive stages should be as Equation (1):
where θ ∆ is the phase difference between two successive stages and N is the number of stages.
Considering the first stage phase equal to zero (reference phase) every stage output phase can be expressed by Equation (2):
where n θ is the output phase of n th stage and phase errors are equal to zero. 
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But tolerances in fabrication process cause circuit elements mismatch so phase is no longer available by Equation (2) . In fact due to random nature of fabrication mismatches, phase error can have any value depending on the mismatch. In the case of LC oscillators, studies show that capacitor and inductor mismatches of the tanks are the main sources of phase deviations ( [13] and [19] ). For calculating phase errors, in every stage straightforward circuit theory yields the Equation (3):
where O n V ± is the output voltage of every stage, n I ± is the current passing through each tank and ( ) n RLC Z jω is the LC tank impedance and it is defined as Equation (4):
where ω is the oscillation frequency, n L and n C are the n th stage inductor and capacitor values respectively and pn R is the equal parallel resistance of the tank which results of n L and n C parasitic resistances. On the other hand, the selectivity of the tanks assumed to be high enough so that the output voltages can be considered sinusoidal with very good approximation [17] , and can therefore be expressed in phasor form as Equation (5): When steady-state oscillations are reached, transistors operate in the large-signal regime and behave much like switches. Therefore, the current injected into each tank is assumed to be square wave, aligned with its corresponding driving voltage. The fundamental harmonic of the currents injected into each tank are easily found with Fourier's theory as Equations (6) and (7) [19] :
where bias I is the tail current of n Gm networks. The phase of Equations (6) and (7) can be found as Equations (8) and (9):
where n α is defined as Equation (10):
For detailed analysis reader can refer to appendix (A).
Equations (11) and (12) can be found applying the phase condition for Equation (3):
where n ϕ is the LC tank phase and can be found by Equation (13):
On the other hand, for two successive stages Equation (14) can be found elsewhere [19] relating n ϕ and two successive stages mismatche considering small deviations for inductors and capacitors. This parameter is defined as n x : (2) and considering phase errors resulting from mismatches, the phase difference between two successive stages can be considered as Equations (15) and (16): (17) Equation (18) can be extracted using Equations (11) , (12) , (15) and (16):
where n β is considered as Equation (19): (19) Expanding Equation (18) will lead us to Equation (20): (20) Using Equation (20) for two successive stages and considering Equation (14) will lead us to Equation (21): (21) Since phase error in the multiphase oscillator usually have small value and n α can be considered small then n β has a small value and ( ) 
Rewriting Equation (22) helps us find a recursive relationship for every stage phase error as Equation (23): 
where n P and n S are defined as Equation (24) and
Equation (25):
The parameter q in Equations (24) and (25) is defined as Equation (26):
From Equation (23) N-1 equations can be extracted for N phase errors. By using Equation (17) as the N th equation, phase errors in a multiphase LC oscillator can be found as Equation (27) 
where, I is the unit matrix. Note that the phase errors extracted in Equation (27) 
It can be seen that considering a small value for ( ) There are several parameters that can affect phase errors. Because of the simplicity of equations for 2 stage oscillators these parameters are discussed considering Equation (29) but the same sayings are true for an N stage multiphase oscillator. According to Equation (29), phase error can be reduced by reducing Q. But as shown in [13] and [18] , the phase noise is inversely proportional to the quality factor (Q) of the tank so reducing Q will result in phase noise increase. Another way to reduce phase errors is to choose high coupling factors. To show that, Equation (29) is rewritten as Equation (30) choosing the same coupling factors for all stages: . From Equation (10) increasing coupling factors will result in the increase of n α . Therefore according to Equation (30) phase error is reduced but as shown in [13] and [19] increasing coupling factors will increase the phase noise. Thus, a fundamental tradeoff between noise performance and phase accuracy exists and has to be carefully taken into account during the design. 
AMPLITUDE OF OSCILLATION
This section calculates the oscillation amplitude for each stage using phase errors resulted from section 2. For this purpose, a linear method (like [17] and [19] ) is employed and discussed here. According to Equation (3) (18) and considering small value for n β :
The amplitude of current injected into the LC tank in each stage according to Equations (6) and (7) can be found as Equation (34) 
Looking into Equation (35) and considering Equation (19) indicates that every stage can have different oscillation amplitudes with respect to its coupling factor and phase error. It is noteworthy that in most of the previous works like [13] all the coupling factors are considered equal and the effect of mismatches on the oscillation amplitude is neglected. Other works such as [17] and [19] which take the imbalances into account are only true for quadrature oscillators. Therefore, this work provides a more general analysis for oscillation amplitude of a multiphase oscillator.
SIMULATION RESULTS
For verifying the extracted equations in this work several simulations performed using 0.18 µm technology in ADS software. For this purpose 3, 4 and 5 stage oscillators is designed. (The results for 2 stage oscillators are discussed in [19] so there is no need to repeat them here.) Note that phase errors in this work were calculated considering different coupling factors so they are potentially more general than previous works but by choosing equal coupling factors the provided results can be compared with other works. Each oscillator is simulated with 2 different coupling factors ( Table 1 . It can be seen that by increasing mismatches the simulation and theoretical results are losing their correspondence but they are still in a good conformity.
For interpreting this phenomenon we should take a look at Equation (21). As told before the third term in the denominator of Equation (21) 
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approximation used before, loses its accuracy and the theoretical values are resulted. This phenomenon is more obvious in Figure 2 because in 3 stage oscillators the term 2
has the greatest value compared to 4 and 5 stage oscillators. Figure 5 (a), (b) and (c) compares theoretical and simulation results for oscillation amplitude of the first stage versus different mismatches applied to the first stage's inductor in 3, 4 and 5 stage oscillators, respectively. The coupling factors are considered equal to 1. Other parameters are like the previous simulations. The mismatches are applied to the inductor of LC tank but the same results can be extracted if the same percent mismatches are applied to the LC tank capacitor. 
5.CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, we analyzed phase and amplitude of multiphase LC oscillators. We extract closed form equations for calculating phase error and oscillation amplitude in an arbitrary stage number oscillator considering different coupling factors. Not only the generality of the work is increased because of choosing different coupling factors but also the results obtained from the equations are in better conformance with simulations. We show that by increasing coupling factors phase errors can be reduced however it will cause phase noise increase. At last we verify and evaluate the equations by simulating 3 oscillators with different stage numbers.
APPENDIX A

Calculation of the Phase of Current Injected to LC Tanks
As told before n I + can be found by Equations (6) and (7) . Phasor diagram for 1 I + according to Equation (6) is shown in Figure 6 (the term 2 Ibias π is neglected).
Using Figure 6 , the phase of 1 I + can be found by Equation (A1):
( ) The parameter n α relates the output phase of a stage to the value of current passing through its tank which means by changing coupling factors one can change n α (through Equation (A6)) and according to Equations (6) and (7) the output phase would change either. Therefore, n α can be considered as the effect of coupling factors on the output phase. Figure 7 shows the dependency between n α and n m in a 3 stage oscillator. 
